Future Gas Series: Part 3- Consumers and the Future of
Heat
Inquiry Outline

The Future Gas Series is a three part research inquiry which explores the opportunities and
challenges associated with using low carbon gas to reduce the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions.
Natural gas currently meets about two thirds of the domestic energy demand in the UK, and is
particularly important in domestic heat, where it provides nearly 80% of demand. Switching UK
heating systems away from natural gas is one of the most significant challenges in a transition to low
carbon heat.
The Future Gas Series draws on recent and on-going work attempting to identify the contribution
low carbon gas can make to decarbonising the UK energy system, and develops practical steps to
deploy them where they are likely to be valuable.
Part 1 (Next Steps for the Gas Grid) detailed the issues related to the gas distribution network and
the potential to repurpose it to use low carbon gas. Part 2 (The Production of Low Carbon Gas)
considered the different production technologies, their sources and feedstocks, and issues related to
the bulk transport and storage of gas.
This final part in the Series will examine downstream issues relating to the role of the consumer in
decarbonising gas in the UK. It aims to look at the consumers attitudes towards heat, the
acceptability of different decarbonisation methods, how open consumers might be to accepting
changes to their homes and places of work, as well as ethical and safety considerations, particularly
concerning perceptions around the use of hydrogen as a source of heat and how vulnerable
customers can be protected during a transition.
The inquiry will also investigate the economic and technical implications of converting or replacing
appliances to use low carbon gas, how a large-scale transition might be delivered, whether there are
lessons to be learned from other sectors and how this might be paid for.

The research and report compilation will be conducted by staff at Policy Connect but the work will
be overseen by parliamentary co-chairs and a steering group of relevant experts. The research will
mainly take the form of desk research and semi-structured interviews but written evidence
submissions are also being requested. Additionally, Carbon Connect will run evidence session
roundtables in Parliament to inform the project.

This inquiry will be co-chaired by Dr Alan Whitehead MP, Labour Member of Parliament for
Southampton Test, James Heappey MP, Conservative Member of Parliament for Wells and Alan
Brown MP, SNP Member of Parliament for Kilmarnock and Loudoun.
Dr Alan Whitehead MP is Shadow Minister for Energy and Climate Change. James Heappey MP is a
former member of the Energy and Climate Change Committee and serves as PPS to the Secretary of
State for Transport. Alan Brown MP is the SNP Westminster Energy and Transport Spokesperson.
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